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CINDY BUSBY (Elizabeth Scott) – Cindy Busby has been making waves in Hollywood both on 
the big and small screens.  Growing up in Montreal, Canada, Busby always dreamed of becoming an 
actress.  From the time she was a child, she loved performing for an audience and throughout her 
elementary school and high school years, she devoted herself to every theater school production.  
Upon graduating from high school, Busby was accepted into the Professional Theater Program at 
Dawson College in Montreal and was admitted from amongst hundreds of applicants.  The rigorous 
three-year training allowed Busby to demonstrate her professionalism, hard work, and devotion and 
she earned an award of academic excellence while there. 
 
Busby notes her first passion in the business was theater and she honed her acting skills on the 
stage while in school.  In 2005, she crossed into television and film and was given her first lead in 
the story of the Canadian medical hero Norman Bethune in the television series “Bethune,” which 
filmed in rural China for two and a half months and the attracted several million viewers.  In 2006, 
Busby played a supporting lead in the Lifetime original film “A Life Interrupted” opposite Lea 
Thompson and also landed a series regular role on the series “Heartland.”  Cast as Ashley Stanton, a 
rich, self-righteous, competitive horseback rider, the series took off and has been nominated for 
several Gemini Awards as well as winning a Director’s Guild of Canada prize, all while becoming one 
of the most popular shows on Canadian television as well as syndicated in over 81 countries around 
the world. 
 
Throughout 2008 and 2009, Busby continued having success booking roles, first landing the lead 
antagonist in the film “Picture This” alongside Ashley Tisdale, Shenae Grimes, and Kevin Pollack and 
appearing on the smash hit CW series “The Vampire Diaries.”  In 2011, she appeared on the big 
screen in Fox 2000 Pictures’ “The Big Year,” in which she was seen opposite Hollywood heavy hitters 
such as Steve Martin, Jack Black and Owen Wilson.  
 
In 2012, Cindy was busy filming guest starring roles on the CW shows “Supernatural,” “The LA 
Complex” and “The Secret Circle.”  She was also seen as a lead in the SyFy movie of the week, 
“Mega Cyclone” and, more recently, was seen in “12 Rounds: Reloaded,” as the wife of WWE 
wrestler Randy Orton, in “The Wedding Chapel” playing a young Shelley Long and in “Lucky in Love” 
opposite Jessica Szhor.  
 
Last year, Cindy was seen Guest Starring on USA’s “Rush,” TNT’s “Proof” and recurred on Hallmark 
Channel’s “Debbie Macomber’s Cedar Cove.”  Up next, she stars in the independent films “The 
Circle” and “40 Below and Falling” and as the lead in “A Puppy for Christmas.” 
 
In her down time, Busby loves to watch movies, read, wine & dine, cook, shop and take yoga 
classes.  She currently resides in Vancouver. 
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RYAN PAEVEY (Donovan Darcy) – Adventurous, humble, rugged, and handsome, are just a 
few words that could be used to describe Ryan Paevey.  A newcomer to the entertainment 
business, Paevey is already making waves with his inherent ability to create engaging 
characters.  He can be seen starring on ABC’s longest running soap opera “General Hospital” as 
Detective Nathan West.  Paevey joined the show in December 2013 and his character instantly 
became a fan favorite, spawning counterfeit social media accounts across Twitter and Facebook 
and attracting thousands of followers. 
 
Born and raised in Southern California, Paevey spent most of his childhood exploring the great 
outdoors.  Acting was never on his radar growing up and he was happiest when outside, 
whether that be camping, hiking or rock climbing.  Although a true outdoorsman at heart, 
Paevey’s undeniable good looks caught the attention of a modeling agency and he started to do 
a little modeling on the side for extra cash while he worked construction.  Aside from print 
work, he was featured in Christina Aguilera’s music video “Your Body.”  Paevey was introduced 
to a management firm that quickly began pursuing roles for him and after only three months of 
auditions, he landed his role on “General Hospital.” 
 
On his days off, Paevey can be found (or actually, not found) scouting out uncharted territories 
for the occasional cliff jumping session, satisfying his craving for thrill seeking -- sitting still is 
not an option.  He is also a self-proclaimed nerd, loving all things tech and video games. 
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FRANCES FISHER (Violet Darcy):  Born in Milford On-Sea, England, Frances Fisher’s 
itinerant childhood living in the UK, Columbia, Canada, France, Brazil, Turkey, Italy, Iowa and 
Texas undoubtedly provided fodder for her thespian career.  Fisher started her career at the 
Barter Theatre in Virginia and has starred in over 30 theatrical productions encompassing 
experimental, touring, regional, off-off Broadway and off-Broadway.  Some of these include 
“Fool For Love,” “Desire Under the Elms,” “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” “Orpheus Descending,” “The 
Hunchback of Notre Dame,” The Ruffian on the Stair,” “Crackwalker,” “The Hunter & The Bird,” 
“The HitchHikers,” “Jammed,” “1984,” “Still Life,” Elia Kazan’s “The Chain,” “Hay Fever,” “A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream” and Arthur Miller’s last play “Finishing The Picture.”  Her Los 
Angeles stage credits include “The Cherry Orchard” at the Mark Taper Forum with Annette 
Bening, Alfred Molina and Sarah Poulson; as well as 99-seat theater productions of “Three More 
Sleepless Nights” (Drama League Award, “Sexy Laundry opposite Paul Ben Victor and this year’s 
“My Child: Mothers of War.”  Fisher is a member of the Actors Studio, and her first acting 
teacher was Stella Adler.  She credits Sandra Seacat and Cathleen Leslie for classes and 
coaching. 
 
On the big screen, Fisher has been seen in “Tough Guys Don’t Dance,” “Can She Bake a Cherry 
Pie,” “Babyfever,” “Patty Hearst,” “Femaile Perversions,” the Academy Award-winning 
“Unforgivien,” “True Crime, “The Big Tease, “The Rising Place,” “Blue Car,” “Mrs. Harris,” “The 
Kingdom,” “House of Sand & Fog,” “Wild America,” “Laws of Attraction,” “In the Valley of Elah,” 
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“Jolene,” “The Perfect Game, “ “Golf in the Kingdom,” “Any Day Now,” “The Roommate,” “Janie 
Jones,” “The Silent Thief,” “Sedona,” “The Lincoln Lawyer” and “The Host.”  She is perhaps best 
known for her performance as Kate Winslet’s mother in “Titanic,” which garnered Fisher a 
Screen Actors Guild nomination for Best Ensemble Cast while the film went on to receive 11 
Academy Awards. 
 
On television, Fisher has appeared in the television movies “Lucy & Desi: Before the Laughter,” 
in which she starred as Lucille Ball, “The Audrey Hepburn Story,” “Jackie Bouvier Kennedy 
Onassis,” Hallmark Channel’s “The Seven Year Hitch,” “The Makeover,” “Portrait of Love,” “Cold 
Sassy Tree,” “Sudie & Simpson.”  She has also had recurring roles in series such as “The 
Sheild,” “Eureka,” “Torchwood: Miracle Day,” “The Killing” and “Masters of Sex.”  Additionally, 
she Fisher has had guest starring roles in primetime series including “Law & Order,” 
“Roseanne,” “The Mentalist,” “Two and a Half Men,” “Sons of Anarchy,” “ER,” “Grey’s 
Anatomy,” “Childrens Hospital,” “Private Practice,” “CSI” and “Castle” as well as the daytime 
dramas “The Edge of Night” and “The Guiding Light.” 
 
Most recently, Fisher was in the feature film “Woman in Gold” starring Helen Mirren, had a 
guest role on SyFy’s “The Expanse” and wrapped JT Mollner’s film “Outlaws and Angels” co-
starring her daughter, Francesca Eastwood, and is bound for the Sundance Film Festival in 
2016. 
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